306   LIGHTING
Design. Many of the lamps obtainable in the shops are poor
in design. The conveyors of light should be quiet, since light
itself is so conspicuous. The greatest need is for more simplicity
in design. The poor designer decorates every possible area on
a lamp, whereas a good designer employs plain areas and beau-
tiful forms, as illustrated on pages 240 and 260. Lamps should
not be too large in scale. The use of many large lamp shades
near the eye level tends to make a room seem crowded.
Unity. The base of a lamp and the shade must agree in scale,
line, texture, and color, so that the entire lamp will appear a unit.
Good illustrations appear on page 311. It is well to test many
shades with each base before making a selection. Proper scale is
easily judged because if the shade is too large the effect is top
heavy; if the shade is too small it appears base heavy. The shape
of the base and shade should be in harmony; for example, a four-
sided base suggests a four-sided shade, and a round base indicates
a round shade. The shade of a table lamp should overlap the base
to such an extent that they appear one unit. The texture of the
shade and base must be consistent. Shades such as silk or pleated
parchment are suitable on the finer bases; shades made of split
reed, rough fabrics, or similar textures harmonize with heavier
bases. The color of the base of a table lamp is often the same as
the shade, particularly if the vogue is to have them both off-white.
If the base is colored, a white shade may be decorated with a few
lines of the color of the base in order to unify them. Some shades
can be painted all over with oil paint to conceal poor decorations.
Lamp Bases. Beautiful table lamp bases of pottery which em-
phasize texture and form are made by individual potters in various
parts of the country and also by several commercial manufacturers
of pottery. Other plain, well-designed bases which are usually
procurable are made of alabaster, plastic, metal, or wood. Lamp
bases suitable for certain rooms can be improvised from glass
jugs, demijohns, urns, wood cylinders, or other objects that are
simple in form. Stability is attained by putting lead or shot in a
container base* If a lamp base is unsatisfactory in color it may
well be painted a dull white.
Lamp bases should not be made from a statue or an art object
that is important enough to be used alone. Nearly all ornamental
bases are poor.

